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1The responsibility of the Federal Government's Office of Air Programs to

provide leadership and assistance to State and local air pollution control

agencies in the recruitment and development of qualified personnel is a

major theme of the 1970 Clean Air Act. The Office of Air Programs, (OAP)

in conjunction with the University of Southern California and the University

of Michigan, has created and developed a simulation exercise identified as

APEX (Air Pollution Exercise). This exercise establishes a dynamic atmo,

slihere in which the trainees participate in a "real world" simulation in-

volving a community with urban and rural prOblems, industrial activities,

and a variety of air pollution control problems.

Current and projected uses of APEX have been developed through several

of the University Consortia established in conjunction with OAP's Office of

Manpower Development.

The use of simulation exercises for the training of air pollution

control professionals offers two immediate and vital benefits:

1. A means is provided for a working application of theoretical

knowledge; the learner applied information and skills to "real life"
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situations. In addition, motivation directed toward additional learn-
ing results from participation in seeking solutions to the problems.

2. The focus is provided for solving problems through an inter-
disciplinary approtieh, where the interrelationship between "formal"

areas of study' and application becomes evident.

Students participating in APEX assume the roles of a number of decision

makers: city and county politicians, city and county planners, developers,
industrialists, air pollution control officers, and concerned citizens.
Realistic data are suppliee fnr each role, and the students are required to

make decisions that are then analyzed by the computer. Next, the results

of the decisions are presented as new situational data representing a year
of "actual time." Students participating in these programswhich place
special emphasis on air pollution problems ----employ a wide range of
skills and knowledge in a variety of areas. Additional opportunities for
grawth are provided through seminars, lectures, texts, and working contact
with recognized authorities in a number of professions.

Within the overall format of the simulation exercise, emphasis is
placed upon specific areas through the use of special situations, for
example, hearings on air pollution standards or legal actions brought

against a particular industry.

Additionally, preparation6 are underway to introduce APEX as a
graduate course at OAP's new TeChnicaI Center in the fall of 1971 for
students from the Triangle Universities Consortium. In addition to its

use at the University of Southern California, APEX is now being conducted

as a graduate course at the University of Illinois at Utbana and at
Harvard University as part of an Environmental Education program for

both graduate and undergraduate studies.



Section 1-1

Introduction to - APEX

APEX is one of, if not the most complex gaming-simulations cal an urban

area in use today. Although it was designed to supplement s'eandard teach-

ing methods, APEX is far more than an educational tool. It is a communi-

cation channel of a new kind -- capable of providing both the language

and the forum for information transfer between persons and groups with

different educational and cultural backgrounds as well as different

prespectives on urban life.

APEX is composed of two essential components (1) a computerized

system made up of a series of well-integrated simulation models (2) linked

to a "gamed" environment encompassing a seriee of interactive roles. The

computerized system predicts the changes that occur in several sectors of

urban life in response to the decisions made by participants in the

IV gamed" environment, decisions made by persons outside the "gamed" envir-

onment (other actors whose behavior is simulated in the computer), and

external pressures on the city (also simulated in the computer).

The county of APEX is run year by year by a set of elite decision

makers performing both themundane and extraordinary functions of their

office in the "gamed" environment. Each cycle or year is condensed in

time to a three to eight hour session during which the decision makers

formulate their yearly policy. The decisions that emerge out A the
"competitive-cooperative" environment of the gaming-simulation are used

as priming inputs to the computer simulation. The Change in the status

of the urban area is calculated by the computer and returned to the

decision makers as the primary input to the next cycle of action. Includ-

ed in the change picture generated by the computer are selected social

indicators measuring the magnitudes of change in assorted key areas and

a newspaper serving as the focal point of local public opinion.

The key decision makers acting in the gamed environment include

politicians and plaAners from a central city and a county, an air pollution

control officer from al:. c:ounty, and land dew!lopers and industrialists

from the private sector. The politicians are responsible for the admini-

stration of their respective jurisdictions aad for the formulation and

implementation of various programs to upgrade the social status of their

constituents. The planners serve as aides to the politicians and represent

the major long range coordinating force in the community. The air pollu-

tion control officer is charged with the task of cleaning and monitoring

the air mass above APEX county. The land developers and industrialists

have the responsibility of running their particular business concerns

within the confines of the county. It is expected that each decision

maker will find it to his advantage to coordinate aad/or compete with

other players in his efforts to promote his strategies. The APEX General

Interaction Diagram included here (see page ) indicates possible link-

ages among players and between players and the simulation.

In general, people have great diffi(lulty understanding the dynamics

of a complex system through traditional ref:-57'43. Gaming-simulation offers

participants the opportunity to study, Writ With, and discuss the struc-
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ture of ,c.t1 a system and to experiment with intervention strategies de-
signed tc -±ange that structure. When used as a teaching device, the
strength of a gaming-simulation such as APEX lies in the opportunity
afforded participants for involvemnt in the system. When compared with
the passive observation of the system offered by traditional methods,
this approach has had great success.

In theory, complex gaming-simulation of the APEX variety is more

than a training device or communications facilitator. If the models were
more sophisticated the data base more accurate and more complete, a com-
plex gaming-simulation would be a policy testing device for use by prac-
ticing urban politicians, planners, APCO's and administrators. Conditional
predictions (predictions based on the particular policies and/or decisions
submitted to the model) of the ramifications of various decisions can be
generated through the use of a complex gaming-simulation -- predictions
that may forewarn the model user of unforeseen reactions to policy at
several levels of the urban hierarchy ranging from that of the highest
level.

The gamed environment is similar to that found in a typical midwest-
ern industrialized town. (In fact, the prototype city is Lansing, Michigan).

It has a population approaching 2200000 including several of minority
groups sharing racial or ethnic ties. There is a relatively dense central
city in the heart of the county, an adjacent suburb and two outlying
townships. Most of the industry is located in the central.city (as are
the minority groups). Major firms include a large auto plant and the state
government offices. The suburb houses a major university. The townships
are largely agricultural, although urbanizing settlements are dotting
the landscapes. There is a major river running through the city serving
as the primary drainage system for the county. The climate of APEX is

temperate, with summer temperatures averaging about 70 degrees and winter
temperatures averaging near 25 degrees. Prevailing winds are westerly,
swinging to the southwest in summer and northwest in winter.

For the purposes of the gaming exercise, APEX county is divided into
29 analysis areas (see the attached maps Section 9). Population, employ-
ment and land use will be allocated to the areas and are categorized by

types established especially for APEX. These types are described in the

glossary included in this manual (Section 2) a glossary designed to aid
participants in learning the terminology of urban and environmental
management as well as that of the gaming exercise.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Address inquiries to Chief, Institute for Air Pollution Training

Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711
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Section 2-1

GInSSARY AND REFERENCE TPRMS

ABATEMENT

Abatement is the reduction of pollutant emissions from a source or

sources.

MR POLLUTION

Air pollut;cn is the presence in the outdoor air of substances whisql,

when present in sufficient quantity or over a period of time, can

cause an undesirable effect upon man, property, or the environment.

AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS

Air pollution regulations are legal constraints on pollutant emissions,

production processes, or control systems. State regulations and County

regulations are enforceable by legal sanctions, while recommendations

are not.

AIR quALITy

Air quality refers to the pollution concentration characteristics of

the atmosphere or ambient air in a given area. It is usually stated

in terms of the levels of concentration of specific pollutants, in

parts of pollutant per million parts of air. (See CONCENTRATION.)

Air Quality Goals are expressions of desirable maximum pollutant

concentrations to be achieved through a pollution control program.

Air Quality Standards are quantitatively-specified maximum levels of

pollutant concentrations or dosages, as more precise statements of

air quality goals.

ALERT STAGES

Alert Stages refer to critical levels of concentration or dosage

signalling potential disastrous pollution effects and requiring emervncy

abatement and control measures.

ANALYSIS AREA (A.A.)

Analysis areas are used as the primary areal reference units for the

data and issues throughout the game. The County is divided into a number

of analysis areas, each of which is the approximate size of several

census tracts. The analysis areas included in the five jurisdictions

are as follows:
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Jurisdiction 1 -- Central City: Ward 1 m AA 1 through AA 4
Ward 2 = AA 5 through AA 8
Ward 3 m AA 9 through AA 13

Jurisdiction 2 -- Suburb: AA 17 through AA 19

Jurisdiction 3 Township 1: AA 23 through AA 28

Jurisdiction 4 -- Township 2: AA's 14-16, 20-22, 29

Jurisdiction 5 -- County: AA's 1-29

(See APEX Analysis Area map)

ANNUAL WAGE

This is the annual cost to the Industrialist of one worker and is an
average of the various rates of pay applicable to the different types
of workers in the firm. The applicable average wage rate for each
firm is reported in the Industrialist's output each cycle under cost
factors.

ASSESSED VALUE

Assessed value is the value assigned to real estate property for purposes
of assessing taxes awed to each of the Jurisdictions, County and school
districts. Governments are required by law to maintain an assessed
value of 50% of market value for property in their jurisdiction, although
this requirement is often not met. (E.g._ if a residential property is
valued on the market at $20,000, its assessed value is $10,000.)
(See STATE E9UALIZED VALUE.)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Each Industrialist acts as a Plant Manager and is responsible to the
Board of Directors of his plant for his decisions and actions. The
Board has the ultimate decision-making power in Plant affairs and may
approve, amend or reject the Manager's fiscal policy proposal. The

Board also sets the amount of dividends to be paid to the stockholders.

BONDING

Bonding is the process of incurring public debt to finance some capital
improvement project. It is a device used to extend the incidence of
costs over a long period of time, rather than have costs met out of
current revenues while the project is under construction. Politicians

may issue two kinds of bonds, general obligation bonds and revenue bonds.

These differ in three respects: (1) the need for voter concurrence,
(2) how they are paid off, and (3) the kinds of projects for which they
are appropriate. Before Politician's may float general obligation bonds
to finance projects, voters must approve this action in a referendum.
There is a State-imposed limit on the indebtedness that a jurisdiction
may incur through general obligation bonds. The amount of additional
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bonded indebtedness that can be sought is indicated in the Politician's
output as "$ Limit on Next Bond Sought".
(See DEBT RETIRENENT for the process of financing general obligation
bonds.)
Revenue bonds are not submitted to a referendum and are appropriate only
for particular projects. (Projects for which they may be used are noted
in the Project List.) They are paid off through fees collected for
the service provided by the facility, rather than by taxes.

CAPITAL PLANT INDEX (C.P.I.)

The capital plant index is a ratio of the present dollar value of
public capital facilities (sewers, water lines, streets, parks and
miscellaneous public holdings) to population equivalents. This number
reflects the load imposed on facilities by residents, employees and
clients, and thus is considered as an indication of the relative
level of adequacy of these facilities. Present dollar value is
calculated each cycle on the basis of depreciated value of existing
facilities plus new facilities. (Facilities depreciate at about 5% of
original value per year.)
(See POPULATION EQUIVALENT.)

CASH CARRYOVER

This is the cash reserve which an Industrialist or Developer carries
over to the next cycle after making all his expenditures, including
those for capital plant. It represents as-yet uncommited funds, which
the player is free to use in the next cycle.

CASH TRANSFER

A cash transfer is used for loans or gifts of cash between players
when the reason for the exchange is unspecified. Revenues made, or
expenditures incurred, through an exchange of cash between either the
Government, Industrialist, or Developer, are recorded in the budget
section of the output. When applicable, cash transfers are also
used to cover the cost of television time and newspaper articles.

COMBUSTION

Combustion is the process of burning fuel or wastes.

CONCENTRATION

Concentration is the ratio of pollutants to effluent gases or ambient
air, measured in parts per million (ppm) as a volume to volume ratio,
or micrograms per cubic meter (UG/cubic meter) as a weight to volume
ratio. Data on mean concentration per quarter, ooncentration on worst
day, and number of days above a specified concentration can be obtained
by the APCO, through the installation and operation of monitoring
stations.

CONTAMINANT See POLLUTANT
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CONTROL EFFICIENCY

Control efficiency refers to the ratio of the amount of a pollutant
removed from effluent gases by a control device to the total amount
of pollutant without control.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Control system refers to equipment and/or procedures intended to
reduce the amount of a pollutant, or pollutants, in effluent gases.
Each gamed industrial firm has a limited set of control system options
for each production or combustion process.

DEBT RETIREMENT (Debt Service)

Debt retirement, or debt service, is a term used to describe the
process of paying off long-term general obligation bonds sold by
public.agencies. Debt retirement is a budget category of the
Politician which includes expenditures for both principal and
interest on general obligation bonds. Financing of these
expenditures may be with either normal millage or debt retirement
millage.

DEMOLITION COSTS (Clearance Costs)

A demolition .cost of 5% of the assessed value of developed property
must be paid when developed land is rezoned.

DENSITY

In residential areas, density is the term used to express the number
of dwelling units per acre of land. In APEX a different density is
associated with each of the five residential development types,
with the lowest density found in land use category R-1 and the highest
in category Mr2.
The table on the following page expresses housing density in housing
units 7cir acre, and in acres per housing unit.

DEPRECIATL,: ALLOWANCE

Each cycle, the total value of capital facilities, (building and
equipment) depreciate. A tax credit of 5% of the capital value facilities
is allowed the industrialist to compensate for this depreciation. The
amount is deducted before Federal and State income taxes are paid.
The industrialist may claim any part of his maximum allowance; any
portion of the allowance not taken will accumulate. The maximum deprec-
iation allowance is listed under cost factors in the industrialist's
output.
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HOIJS ING DENS ITY

AA

R-1 R-2 R-3 Di-i. N-Z

Units
per
Acre

1 Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

1 1.4 .71 3 5 .29 5 6 178 11.2 .089 21.0 .047

2 2.4 41 6.0 16 9 6 104 19.2 052 36 0 .027

3 2 0 5 5.0 20 8 0 125 16.0 062 30.0 .033

2.8 35 7.0 .14 11.2 089 22 4 046 42 0 .023

2 1 47 5.3 .18 8 4 119 16 8 059 31 5 .031

6 1 6 62 4.0 .25 6 4 .156 12 8 078 24 0 041

2 5 4 6.3 15 10 0 .10 20 a .050 37.5 .026

8 3 0 33 7 5 .13 12.0 083 24 0 .041 45 0 .022

1 2 .83 3 0 33 4 8 .208 9 6 .104 18.0 .055

10 2 5 4 6 3 158 10 0 10 20 0 .050 37 5 .026

11 1 0 1 2 5 4 4 0 .25 8.0 .125 15 0 .066

12 1.0 1 2 5 4 4 0 25 8.0 .125 15.0 .066

13 1.0 2 5 4 4.0 25 8.0 125 15.0 .066

14 .5 2 1 3 76 2 0 5 4 0 25 7.5 013

15 6 1.66 1.5 .66 2 4 41 4 3 208 9 0 011

16 .8 1.25 2 0 .5 3 2 .31 6 4 156 12 0 083

Ili
18

t.2 .83 3 0 .33 4 8 208 9 6 104 18 0 055

2 3 .43 5 8 .172 9 2 108 18 4 054 34 5 .028

19 3.0 .33 7 5 .13 12 0 083 24 0 .041 45.0 022

20 .8 1.25 2 0 5 3 2 31 6 4 156 12 0 083

21 .5 2 1 3 76 2 0 5 4 0 .25 7 5 .013

22 .4 2 5 1.0 1 1 6 62 3.2 .31 6 0 .16

23 .7 1 42 1 8 55 2 8 35 5 6 178 10 5 .095

24 .3 3 33 8 1 25 1 2 .83 2.4 .41 4 5 .022

25 4 2 5 1 0 1 0 1 6 62 3.2 31 6.0 .16

26 .3 3 33 8 1.25 1 2 83 2 4 41 4 5 022

27 .6 1.66 1 5 66 2 4 41 4 8 .208 9.0 .011

28 .3 3 33 8 1.25 1.2 83 2.4 , .1 4.5 .022

29 .5 2. 1.3 .76 . 2.0 .5 4.0 .25 7.5 .013
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DEVELOPMENT TYPES AND COSTS

A. Residential

In APEX there are various levels
different qualities and sizes of
Developers. These costs are for
site improvements.

of cost and density associated with
housing which may be built by
structures, exclusive of land and

Single Family
Three different development-cost levels are applicable to APEX single-
family housing units, ranging from the highest construction cost of
$40,000 (designated as R-1) to the lowest cost housing, built at $15,000
per unit (designated as R-3). Any one of these types may be built on
land which, when vacant, is zoned R.

Multiple Family
Units of two different cost levels, M-1 and M-2, are available for
construction of multi-family housing in APEX. The highest cost per
unit, for M-1, is $30,000 and the lowest, for kl2, is $12,000. Either
of these types may be constructed on vacant land zoned M.

Residential Development Costs per Unit

R-1 R-2 R,-3 141 Mr-2

$40,000 $22,500 $15,000 $30,000 $12,000

B. Commercial

Two types of commercial land use are allowable in APEX. These relate
to local neighborhood shopping facilities and to regionally-oriented
commercial and service facilities. Both may be built only on zoning
category C land. Each is developed on a cost-per-acre basis, as
follows:

Commercial Development Costs by Type

C. Industrial

cL

$100,000

CR

$125,000

Endogenous industrial development permitted Developers in APEX is on
a per-acre basis, the cost being $100,000 per acre. Zoning category
I land may be developed into this land use.

(See ZONING CATEGORY.)
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DOSAGE

The specified time duration of an air pollutant's critical
concentration level in a particular location, or for a particular
person, material, etc., is known as dosage.

EFFLUENT

Effluents are the total gaseous emissions from production and
combustion processes and activities, including air pollutants and

non-noxious material.

ELITE OPINION POLL (E.O.P0

The Elite Opinion Poll calls for a vote of all game players on
certain major policy issues in the community. These issues appear
as headlines in the M.E.T.R.0.-APEX News, which ask for either a

deciding or advisory vote. The results of the Poll affect public
officials' chances of re-election, as well as the probabilities
of passage of general referenda aad specific bond issue and special
millage requests.

EMISSIONS

Emissions are pollutants in effluent or exhaust gases which are
released into the air.

EMISSION FACTORS

Emission factors are estimates which can be used to approximate
the rate of emissions of specific pollutants from generalized
sources.

EMISSION MEASUREMENT

Air pollution emissions are measured in pounds per hour for particulates,
sulfur dioxide (SOO, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides
and hydrocarbons (ftC); in Ringelmann number for smoke; and in
Stinkelmann number for odor. The emissions measured are of specific
pollutants from specific sources.

EMISSION RAM

Emission rate refers to the amount of pollutant emitted per unit of

time. Maximum allowable emissions will be specified in pounds per
hour if they refer to emission rates.

EMISSIONS SOURCE

An emission source is the origin of some specific air pollutants. In

the game there are several gamed point sources, about thirty non-gamed
point sources, pluslmotor vehicles and space heating as line and area
sources, respectively.
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EXOFIRM (EXOGENOUS FIRM)

An Exofirm is an industry or bureaucratic firm that depends primarily
upon markets outside the local area for its growth and vitality.
These firms are usually classified as Exofirms on the basis of their
being net importers of dollars and net exporters of products or services
to these outside markets. Jobs created by Exofirm growth spur
additional growth of households and Jobs oriented to the local market.
(Exofirms are also often referred to as basic firms).
In APEX, Exofirms locate in zoning categories I and O.
Periodically, the newspaper will note the opportunity for Developers to
invest, in a speculative way, in the entry of new Exofirms into the
metropolitan area, with a variable probability of success attached to
such investments. Occasionally, these Exofirms require rezoning of
land and/or installation of special capital improvements. Requirements

for such special public action and requests for private investment will
be noted in the newapaper announcement of the firm's interest in
locating in the area.

FUEL RATE

The amount of fuel consumed by each industry per unit of time is specified
in tons/hours for coal, in barrels (bb1)/hour for oil, in thousand
cubic feet (24CF)/hour for natural gas, and in megawatts (1W) for

electricity.

FUEL TYPE

The fuel type possibilities include: low-grade coal (Lo-Coal), high-grade
coal (Hi-Coal), law-grade oil (Lo-Oil), high-grade oil (Hi-Oil), natural
gas, and electricity. The fuel option for each plant is listed in the
Industrialist's output. The fuel grade refers inversely to the air pol-
lution potential of the burning fuel, i.e., Lo-Grade has high pollution
potential, and Hi-Grade fuels have low pollution potential.

HOUSEHOLD TYPES

The five household types used in APEX are dharacterizations of
families belonging to fairly homogeneous socio-economic groups.
These dharacterizations reflect life style, political involvement
and voting habits, general consumption behavior and preference for
public goods. There is substantial overlap of income levels fo,-
all status groupings; hence income, alone, is a weak indicator for
dharacterizing households.

Household Type 1 -- is upper class and upper-middle class combined.
Occupations of the heads of households are: professionals, technical

workers, managers, officials, and proprietors. One-half of the family

income levels are in excess of $15,000 and the other half are in the
$10,000-$15,000 range. Value of housing is in excess of $20,000, and
if they rent, rentals are over $150 per month. This is the group which

is most concentrated in residential location. Education of the head

of the household is at least college graduate, often with post-graduate
study. Pressure group membership for this household type is found in

the Chamber of Commerce and Good Government League.
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Household Type II -- is the tpical middle-class household in which

ttip head's occupation is clelical, sales, or kindred types. Income

of the family is primarily in the $7,000-$10,000 range. Education of

the head of the household is some college or at least high school

graduation. Housing value is primarily in the $15,000-$25,000 range,

and gross rentals would usually be from $100 to $149 per month, thougl

they may be somewhat lower. Pressure group affiliations for this

type are with the Good Government League on the one hand, and with the

ultra-conservattves on the other.

Household Type III -- the most numerous and widely-distributed of the

five types is characterized by a mixed membership of very low income

white collar workers, skilled craftsmen, and foremen, though the lat-

ter two predominate. In the outlying areas, farmers fall into this

category. Family income is primarily in the $5,000-$9,000 range.

The head of household's education is typically high school graduation.

Housing value is usually in the $12,000-$20,000 range and rentals

are from $80-$125 per month. Members of this group are apt to belong

to the unions and/or the ultra-conservative pressure group.

Household Type_IV -- is composed of semi-skilled workers, industry

operatives and non-household service workers, such as waiters, barbers

and parking-lot attendants. Family income is in the lower portion of

the $4,000-$7,000 range. Uousing values range from $10,000 to $14,000

with gross rentals being $70 to $90 per month. Education of the head

of the household is usually 9 to 11 years. Pressure group membership

for this household type is found in fhe unions and among the civil

rights groups.

Household Type V -- is the lowest stratum of society, and heads of

households are laborers or household service workers. The vast

majority of the area's unemployed are of this type and roughly half

of all members are elderly and retired. Family income is less than

$5,000 annually and the value of housing is less than $10,000, with

rentals primarily $50-$75 per month. Heads of households have usually

not been educated beyond the eighth grade. Membership in pressure

groups is found in the unions and civil rights groups.

Political involvement of the five household types declines from type

I (the highest) to type V, the latter being generally apathetic.

Likewise, concern with government operation and provision of pxiblic

services is highest in type I households and declines steadily

through type V families.
The five household types will tend to demand housing of the five

residential development types according to the following percentages:

Household type I -- 50% will choose R-I; 30%, R-2, and 202, M-1.

Household type II -- 20% will choose housing in each of the five

development types.
Household type iii -- 102 prefer R-1; 30% prefer R-2; 20% choose

R-3; 25% take M-1, and 152, M-2.

Household type IV -- 20% will choose R-2; 40%, R-3; 102, M-1,

and 30%, M-2.
Household type V -- 40% will be in R-3; 60% in 1*-2.
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IMPROVEMENT COSTS

Improvement costs are fees to prepare raw land for development,

including subdivision costs, sewer and water connections, drainage

and engineering. Developers are required to pay improvement costs

on all land on which they build structures. For residential property,
improvement costs are on a per unit basis as follows:

R-1 R7,2 R-3 2.11 14-2

$1,000 $.800 $700 $600 $400

For commercial and local industrial land uses, improvement costs are
on a per acre basis; for each the fee is $5,000 per acre.

These fees are automatically applied to all land on which the
Developer builds.

INTEREST RATE

The cost of borrowing money will vary for the Industrialists and
Developers according to both their credit rating and the length
of the loan, i.e., how many years will be taken to repay it.
Applicable interest rates are as follows:

Years to Repay
Credit Rating

A-1 A72 A-3
1-2 4% 62 82

3-5 a 82 12%

6-10 8% 12% 16%

11-20 12% 16% 20%

The cost of borrowing money for governmental agencies -- the interest
rate on bonds -- will vary according to the credit rating of the

jurisdiction, and will differ between general obligation and revenue
bonds. Since revenue bonds are not backed by governmental taxing
power they are riskier and therefore carry higher interest rates Chan

general obligation bonds. As a jurisdiction's credit rating falls
from A-1 to A-3, the interest rate on general obligation bonds will
increase from 4.52 to 62.

ISSUE

Issue is used to refer to a prdblem situation presented to players

in the APEX News. Following each issue are two to four alternatives

from which one must be selected. (See ELITE OPINION POLL.)
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JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction rb.'sers to one of the political units in APEX.
Abbreviations used in the game are:

CC - Central City (Jurisdiction 1)
S - Suburb (Jurisdiction 2)

UT 1 - Township 1 (Jurisdiction 3 or Western Township)
UT 2 - Township 2 (Jurisdiction 4 or Eastern Township)

Co - County (Jurisdiction 5)

(See ANALYSIS AREA.)

LAND USE

Land use refers to the types of structures built upon particular
pieces of land.

(See DEVELOPMENT TYPE and ZONING CATEGORY.)

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY

This is the maximum number of units which can be produced by a gamed
industry in a cycle, given the plant and equipment in existence
during that cycle. Maximum capacity may be increased by making
capital expenditures for building and equipment. New productive
capacity becomes available only in the cycle following that in which
money is budgeted for plant expansion.

MILLAGE

Millage is the tax rate, in mills, which is applied to State equalized
property value to generate property tax revenue. One mill is equal to

a $1 charge on each $1000 of value, or one tenth of one percent of the

Statk equalized value. There are three types of millage:

A. Normal Operating Millage is determined by local Politicians and
is applied to standard operating costs of government by State
and local law -- the local limit can never be higher than the
limit set by the State.

B. Special Millage, which is not subject to State and local limits,
can be used for financing special programs. It must be voted on
in a referendum.

C. Debt Retirement Millage is not subject to the state and local
limits but it can be used for retiring capital project bonds.
This millage requires a favorable vote in a referendum.

Total millage is the sum of operating millage, any special millages and

the debt retirement millages which may be in effect during the year.
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MONITORING STATION

A monitoring station is a piece of equipment placed at a given location

for measurement of air quality. An air quality monitoring station of

one of five types may be installed and operated in any analysis area.
The pollutants measured by each type of monitoring station are:

Type 1:
Type 2:

Particulates
Particulates and 502

Type 3: Particulates, SO2, and CO

Type 4: Particulates, S02, CO, and NOx

Type 5: Particulates, 502, CO, NOx, and Hydrocarbons

PARTICULATES

Particulates are solid particle air pollutants, which may be suspended
in the air or may settle out, depending on the size of the particles,

wind speed, and other factors.

PLANT INSPECTION

A plant inspection is an "on-site" examination of production and

pollution control equipment, processes and procedures. Plant

Inspections ordered by the APCO will provide him with information
on the production processes; production capacity; fuel and process

rates; control systems; smoke code (Ringelmann number); and odor
code (Stinkelmann number) for each process of a specific gamed or

non-gamed emission source.

PLANT MANAGER

The player in the role of Industrialist is acting as a Plant Manager.

(See BOARD OF DIRECTORS )

POPULATION EQUIvALENT

The population equivalent is a means of converting (a) residents, and

(b) employees and clients of industries and commercial facilties into
a standard measure of the demand placed on such public capital facilities

as sewers, streets, and water supply. The population equivalent of an
area (analysis area or jurisdiction) is computed as follows:

P.E. =ETotal householdsj+[.8 x all employees of commerce and industry]

For use of population equivalents in APEX, see CAPITAL PLANT INDEX.

PRESSURE GROUP

There are five pressure groups represented in APEK which take stands on
public policy issues and can influence voter behavior. The more extreme

the-position assumed by the pressure groups, either pro or con, (as

indicated by a scale of +4 to -4), the greater will be the voter turnout
for referenda and elections. Each pressure group derives its constituency
from members of two or more household types. (See HOUSEHOLD TYPES)
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1. Civil Rights Groups -- find their leadership in the elite liberal

and in ghetto activists. The majority of their followers come from

lower social strata. These groups represent both Negroes and Mexican-

Americans. The orientation of the groups is primarily toward what

they consider bread-and-butter issues, such as I.:1Sr enp1o1relt,

and toward actions which focus on the neighborhoods in which they

live. Thus, the Civil Rights grcips tend to be active in specific

cases, but their influence is moderate.

2. Good Government League -- is overwhelmingly middle-class, ecmposed

primarily of professional people, a heavy percentage of them women.

This group is interested in a wide ra.kge of issues, in which they

exert moderate influence, and is oriented toward governmental

efficiency and toward community growth and image.

3. Chamber of Commerce -- draws many members from the business community

and some from professional groups such as law, engineering, and

medicine. This group exerts the highest degree of power of all

pressure groups and is oriented primarily toward community image

and "boosterism". However, when an issue tends to split the business

community, this group is likely to take no position.

4. Unions -- are more conservative locally than nationally and exhibit

some divergency between craft unions and industrial unions, the

former being more conservative. The unions exert woderate influence

on a range of issues somewhat less broad than those of interest to

the Good Government League. The conservatism of the unions is

especially apparent in the opposition of some of its constituency

to public spending for social welfare.

5. Ultra-Conservatives -- draw membership from people who are isolated

from most community affairs. Although members have average incomes,

the education level of most is lower than the community average.

These groups become involved in public issues only sporadically,

taking extreme and noisy positions when they feel personally

affected by proposed public actions.

PROCESS RATE

Process rate refers to the amount of materials processed by an Industrialist

per unit time. The measure is specified in tons, pounds, barrels, per

minute, hour, etc.

PRODUCTION LEVEL

This is probably the key item determined by an Industrialist each cycle. It

is the number of units of a product his plant will produce in that cycle.

The Industrialist is free to set his production at any level he chooses, as

long as the figure he sets does not exceed his maximum production capacity.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

A production process is a definable part of the overall production system
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. given firm. Each gamed industrial firm may have up to eight production
processes, while each neln-gamed industrial firm is assumed to have only

one process.

QUASI-PUBLIC LAND

This is land owned by tax-exempt orgauizations such as churches and
fraternal organizations. Such land includes church buildings and
schools, cemeteries and such miscellaaeous buildings as Elks lodges.

REFERENDUM

A refer,mdum is a vote of the (simulated) population of a jurisdiction
on some issue presented to the people by the Politician. Most usually
referenda are called to approve (or reject) a general obligation bond
issue or a request for special millage, although they may be called to
approve some legislative matter, such as open housing.

REZONING APPLICATION FEE

The rezoning application fee is a charge of $100, which is assessed for
each rezoning request submitted by a Developer or Industrialist. It is
included in that player's financial statement for the next cycle.

RINGELMANN NUMBER

The Ringelmann Number is a code for measuring the blackness of smoke plumes
and is equivalent to the opacity. Ringelmann Numbers and opacities are
used for specifying allowable smoke emissions (Ringelmann for black and
opacity for other colors). #0 = zero opacity, #1 = 20%, #2 = 40%, #3 =
60%, #4 = 80%, #5 = 100%. In APEX, all smoke readings are reported as
Ringelmann Numbers.

STATE EQUALIZED VALUE

State equalization is a process designed to even out differences in
assessment practices among political jurisdictions. The state
equalization factor applied to each jurisdiction's assessed value
will thus be different. The state equalized value for a jurisdiction,
reached by applying the factor to local assessed value, is the base
on which millage is levied to generate property tax revenues.

STINKELMANN NUMBER

The Stinkelmann Number is a code (developed in APEX) for measuring
odor emissions, and for specifying maximum allowable odor emissions.
Numbers range from 0-5, covering least to worst odor levels, respectively.

TAX RATE

See M1LLAGE.
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VNIT COSTS

The costs to the Industrialist of operating his plant are calculated,
For each production component, except labor, on the basis of the amount
and cost of each component required to produce one unit of the product.
These unit costs apply to fuel, administrative overhead, inventory, and
rw materials.

Fuel Cost applies to the fuel required to produce each Industrialist

product and will be different for each fuel type.

General Administrative Costs include all overhead expenditures,

other than salaries, involved in production.

Inventory Carrying Costs must be paid to store product inventory

from one cycle to the next. This cost excludes property taxes on

inventory.

Materials Costs include all raw materials required to produce the

product, except fuel.

The unit cost.; for each of these components which are applicable for

a particular Industrialist for the next year are included in that

player's output.

UNIT SALES PRICE
ely

This is the price, which an Industrialist sets each cycle, at which
he will sell a unit of his product. Each Industrialist has complete
control over price, although the rumber of units he actually sells
will be dependent on the relationship of his price to supply-demand
conditions in the general market, and to the current average industry-
wide price (reported for the last three years in the Industrialist's

output).

ci

ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Each of the six

zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:
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ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Eadh of thF six
zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:

Zoning

FROM TO

Category Developed Land Use Type(s)

(1)

(2)

R - Single-family residential (1) R-1 (low density, high cost)
(2) R-2 (medium density, medium cost)
(3) R-3 (high density, low cost)

M Multiple-family residential(4) 14-1 (low density, low cost)
(5) 14-2 (aediaw density, low cost)

(3) C - Commercial CL (Commercial-Local)
(7). CR (Commercial-Regional)

(4) I - Industrial (8) I (endogenous industry)
(9) I (exogenous industry)

(5) 0 - Bureaucratic (10) 0 (exogenous bureaucratic)

(6) A - Agricultural (11) A (active farming)



SECTION 3. DEVEL'IPER ROLE DESCRIPTION

The output k4hic1i a Developer receives each cycle of APEX records tae

major decisions by that Developer during the preceding cycle and in-

cludes data on which decisions required in the next cycle mnst be based.

In APEX the subgame played by the Developer, like that of the Indust-

rialist, is a business game in its own right. The Developer and

Industrialist are the primary representatives in the game of private

interests. The degree of the Developer's involvement ELL public policy

questions, like the Industrialist's, is largely a matter of the in-
dividual player's wishes.

The major activities of the Developer focus on the desire for profit

through real estate operations. In this pursuit the Developer has a

number of decision options available, including:

* buying and selling vacant land in any of the 29 analysis areas,
in any of six zoning categories: single-family residential,
multiple-family residential, commercial, industrial, office,
agricultural; (See Glossary, "Zoning Category")

* buying developed land to redevelop into another use;

* seeking to rezone land which he owns, for which he must get the

approval of the Planner and final consent from the Politicians;

* developing land into any one of five residential or two commercial
uses or into one industrial use; (see Glossary for allowable
development types, construction costs and densities);

* selling his developed property, either to another player in the

game or to the general market, which represents the non-gamed

economy;

* investing in incoming exogenous industry (exofirms).

The Developer can survive as a busir?ssman only by coming out En the

black each year. A variety of activities affect his successful operation

(over sor, of which he has little control). The likelihood of sales, and

the prices he can get for his offerings, depend upon the demand of the

general market in the area of his holdings, generated by the gentral growth

of the area. He must plan far enough ahead so that he has lard in his

possession, ready for development, at the time ;Alen it is most profitable

to develop.

Thus it is important that the Developer form a sound strategy for

estimating future demand, both in terus of what type of development will

be desired and in which of the 29 analysis areas this demand will be

heaviest. Me may try to build demand for the residential and commercial

developments with which he deals by working with the Politician to induce

new Exofirms to enter a particular area, a step Which may require pdblic
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capital improvements as well as local private investment.

A second important means by which the Developer may profit from
business activities is through investment in Exofirms (exogenous in-
dustries) which have expressed, through the newspaper, a desire to locate
in some portion of the County. Usually some investment by local people,
particularly the Developers, is necessary as a token of local interest
in the Exofirm's entry into any area in the County. In making suCh an
investment the Developer is speculating on the firm's entering the area --
if it fails to enter, the investment is nullified. Although the Developer

may purchase industrial land, he should keep in mind the fact Chat
Exofirms announced in the newspaper have already purchased options (from
the general market) on particular sites, so they will not be looking to
buy land from any of the gamed Developers.

In addition to the decision options listed above, the Developer
must make some other decisions each cycle.

He must vote on pUblic issues whidh arise in the newspaper and
for which an Elite Opinion Poll is requested;

He mmst pay his taxes or risk losing some of his property for
tax delinquency;

He must make payments on any loans he has taken out or risk losing
his credit rating, and thus his ability to borrow more at good
interest rates.

The Developer from time to time may be confronted with other possible
decisions, such as giving or loaning money to another player; making
campaign contributions for or against the re-election of a particular
Politician or for Or against a bond issue or special millege sought by a
Politician; and voting in informal Elite Opinion Polls on air pollution
or public finance questions. He may also request loans from a Central
Bank, up to a total amount specified in his output. These loans will be

granted, so long as they do not exceed the limit; the money becomes
available at the beginning of the cycle.

In order to proceed intelligently on development activities, the
Developer may wish to make use of contacts with other players, parti-
cularly the Planner, who have specialized information whiCh is useful to
him. He will also want to keep track of:

* amounts of available land in various zoning categories in the

different analysis areas -- shown in the "Property Distribution"

table posted on the wall eadh cycle;

* his own property holdings in the various areas -- shown in his

own computer output;
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* the permitted dwelling unit densities in residential zoning
categories for the different analysis areas -- shown in the
Density Table in the Glossary;

* the costs to construct different types of buildings -- given
in the Glossary under "Development Types"; and

* the sales price of developed property of different types, varying
by analysis area -- shown in the "Price" t?Lle which is posted
each cycle.



SECTION 4. ANNOTATED DEVELOPER WORKSHEET

The Developer Worksheet has three parts: (1) the Elite Opinion Poll,

(2) the Estimated Income and Expenditures, and (3) a News Release.

He will be asked to fill out eadh part eadh year, and space has been

provided for decisions over one year only. At the end of eadh cycle,

these decisions will be transferred to the computer. This worksheet

will be the official record of his actions and decisions as a Land

Developer. It should be clear that he may make decisions in any order

that is logical, and does not necessarily have to follow the order of

the worksheet. The worksheet is merely to serve as a guide to help

in the decision making process.

I. ELITE OPINION POLL

Each year, certain issues will appear in the APEX Gazette which

require decisions from all role players, acting as the "elite", or

power structure of the community. In some cases, the decision of the

elite is binding on the Politicians and the poll can be considered

the same as submitting a referendum to the voters. Here, the Gazette

will read "Decided by Opinion Poll Majority". In other cases, the

decision of the elite is merely advisory, and the Politicians can

decide whether or not to heed their mandate. Here, the Gazette will

read "Politician's Ultimate Decision, but Elite Opinion Solicited".

The outcome of the vote will be recapitulated in the next cycle's

newspaper. For each issue outcome, the newspaper will also print

the reactions of five pressure groupsCivil Rights Group, Good

Government League, Chamber of Commerce, Unions, and Ultra-

Conservatives.

Players should vote on all issues in the Elite Opinion Poll, including

those on the Business Page. Each role will have one vote. In the

cases where there is more than one person in a role, they will have

to come to an agreement.

The Elite Opinion Poll is especially important to the Politicians

because their actions relative to the poll may affect their chances

for re-election.

Instructions: Indicate your Developer number and the cycle nwmber

in the space at the top of the page. Then put the issue number in

the left hand column (this should not be confused with a project

number), and the number of the alternative chosen in the adjacent

column.

II. CASH BALANCE AND CYCLE INCOME

Estimated Income is the sum of the Cash on Hand, Interest on the Cash,

Cash Transfers (from other players), Estimated Return from Exofirm

Investments, and Estinated Land Sales.

IS
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A. Cash on Hand

The Cash on Hand for the upcoming cycle can be found opposite
"Net Cash Balance for Cycle" on the printout under Section III
(Current Cash Position).

B. Interest on Cash on Hand

The interest rate on the Cash on Hand is set permanently at 5%.

Instructions: Multiply the Cash on Rand by the Interest Rate of
five percent to get the total interest for this cycle.

Example:

II. CASH BALANCE AND CYCLE INCOME

A. Cash on Hand $900,000
B. 5% Interest x .05

45,000

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

If another player in APEX transfers cash to you, it dhould be
recorded here. (The player transferring the cash to you should
also record it under "Cash Transfers to Other Players"). There
may be many reasons for cash transfers between players. They
can represent fees for services rendered, indirect campaign
contributions, loan agreements between players, and so forth.
They will be recorded under "Miscellaneous Notes" mad "Income
Calculated During Cycle" on your printout. Reasons for cash
transfers do not have to be cited.

Instructions: Indicate the player role in the first column, the
total amount of the cash transfer in the second, and the reason
for the transfer in the third. Then total aii estimated cash
transfers.

EXample:

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

Player
1. Ind #2
2. Dev #6
3.

4.

5.

Amount

600

Reason
Loan repayment
Joint investment

Total Cash Transfers $2 600
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D. Estimated Return from Exofirm Investments

Another way in whiCh the Developer may profit is dhroulh invest-

ing in Exofirms. A more complete explanation of the investment

process is described later. Once investments are made, you may

want to estimate your return. Investment returns for each cycle

can be found on the pr4ntout under "Itiscellaneous Notes" and

"Income Calculated During Cycle" (part 4).

Instructions: You will want to anticipate a return ranging from

5 to 15% over the actual investment. Indicate the Eroftrm

Number as stated in the Business section of the Gazette in the

first column. In the second column indicate the amount invested,

and your estimated return in the third (amount invested and

anticipated return). Total column 3 to get your Total Estimated

Return on Exofirm Investments.

Example:

D. Estimated neturn from Exofirm Investments

Exofirm No. Amt. Invested Estimated Return

1. 3

2. 27

3.

4.

$20_,000

030000
22000

033 000

Total Estimated Return $55 000

E. Land Offerings and Estimated Sales of Developed Property

A final source of income for the Developer is through dne sale

of land. Your present land holdings are indicated under "Current

Property Holdings After Cycle" on your output.

In order to estimate your sales revenue for a cycle, you should

decide what action you wish to take on eadh piece of property

(rezone, clear, develop, etc). You then decide what property

you wish to hold and what you wish to sell. (NOTE: You may

buy and sell vacant property in one cycle. If you wish to

rezone or improve property, there is a one cycle delay before

you can sell.)

You should consult with the planners to determtne the sales

potential of property. They have available information con-

cerning growth and development patterns in each analysis area.

RemeMber that any estimate will be just that. You never have a

guarantee that land offered to the general market will sell;
therefore, estimates of market sales should be conservative.
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The price you may expect to receive for developed property will
be listed in the "Sales Price of Improved Property" table. The
price for vacant land will be listed in the "Average Appraised
Value of Improved and Vacant Property" table. This data may
either be posted on the wall or obtained from the Planners.

Instructions: In column I indicate the analysis area in
which your land is located, whether it is developed or vacant
in column 2, and the zoning category in column 3. Column 4
should contain the intended purchaser (to whom you are selling
the land). In column 5 indicate the number ofunits or the
number of' acres in column 6. Enter the price per unit or acre
in column 7. Multiply columns 5 or 6 by column 7 to get the
total price. Add the total price column and indicate this
figure opposite "Total Price of Land Offerings". This is the
amount you will receive if all property offered is sold. As
indicated above, it is unlikely that all property will sell.
You may wish to estimate your land sales as less than the
total. price of land offerings, using a conservative estimate of
what the Plannere'data indicates will sell.

acample:

AETRO-APLx s/ 9/71
PRINCIPLE% CF AIR FrntiTICA CFATRCL

-- DEVELOPER KUPRER 4 -- CYCLE t. PAGE 10
TEAM I

CLRREKT FROPERTY sCLDIAGS AFTER CYCLE I

IcEvELCREC RESICEATIAL IA UNITS, ALL OThER VALUES ARE IN ACRESI

// RESICENTIAL // NoN-RE sIDENTIAL
// // 4
// SINGLE /NLITIRLE // CCAPERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL / OFFICE / AORICULT
1/ / 1/ / / 1

AA STATLS /0, R-1 A-2 R-3/ N-1 P-2 // LOCAL REGIONAL / LOCAL EVOG. / EXOG./
//

15 CFVFLLFEC I/

VACANT // 4.17

20 VACANT //

C / C.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 1.0

C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0

3.CC 0.0

E. Land Offerings and Estimated Sales

1.
2.

0.0 04

aa vac/

Dev.

tone
Cat.

Duyer ao. or
Units

NO. or
Acres

rrlcejacre
Price/Unit

LoLai
Price

15 Dev R-2 Market 6 $50,000 300,000
15] V2c R Ind 3 4 $20.000 80,000

Total Price of Land Offerings

Estimated Land Sales

$380,000

$200 000
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III. ESTIMATED EXPENDrTURES

Esttmated Expenditures include: Loan Payments, Property Taxes,

Campaign Contributions, Cash Transfers (to other players), Exofirm

Investments, Zoning Application Fees, Land Clearance Costs, Land

Purchases, Building Development Costs, and Vacant Land Improvement

Costs.

A. Loan Payments

Payments due eadh year on any outstanding loans are indicated

on your printout under "Outstanding Debits", section B. Eadh

minimum payment due includes both principal and interest. You

are assigned a loan nuMber by the computer and this number can

be found on your printout. You are also shown the nuMber of

years you have left to pay off the loan, the interest rate, and

tl'e balance due. If you wish to pay off a loan early, you must

pay the balance due plus one year of interest on that balance.

For example, if you have 15 years left on a loan with a balance

due of A150,000 at an interest rate of 12 percent, you would

have to pay $168,000 to camplete your loan payments early.

If, on the other hand, you do not meet the minimum loan pay-

ment due in a cycle, you will have to pay an under payment

penalty which increases each cycle on delinquent payments.

A repeated failure to meet loan payments will affect your credit

rating, and hence, the interest rates available to you for

future loans.

Instructions: In column 1 of the worksheet indicate the number

of the loan (assigned by the computer). Then in column 2 show

the amount of the loan payment you would like to make. Finally,

total all loan payments.

&ample:

3. LCANS Uh&EPFAYmENT MIN PAYPENT

NC. ettAKEF kATE YPS LEFT PENALTY IMF CYC LE 2

a I 25CCCC. P.0 IC $ C. $ 3775P.

SImTCTALS $ 25CCCC. I ?nu.

A. Loan Payments

Loan No. Amount
1. 8 37,,257

2.

Total Loan Payment $37,257
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B. Property Taxes

Each Developer must pay taxes to the jurisdiction in which
his property is located as well as to the County, which in-
cludes all property in APEX. If you fail to pay taxes, a
delinquent payment of 6% must be paid. Your property will be
confiscated by the jurisdiction in which the taxes are awed
after two cycles of delinquency. The taxes due eadh cycle to
the various jurisdictions can be found on your printout under
"Outstanding Debits." It should be noted that the tax rate
is set by the Politicians, and as citizens, voters, and tax-
payers you may be able to influence it.

Instructions: Indicate in column Z the jurisdiction to which
your taxes are owed, and in aaumn 2 the amount to be paid.
The sum of these payments will give you your total property
tares.

Example:

N.CUTSTahLINC Etf-115

A. ,J1,1DLkTV TAXIS
CLPRENT

CLLikCtEaT akT
t.CO PEPCFNT

MIA PaYmENT
DLE CYCLE 2

JERISOICTICN 1 5 0. 4 1 Os a $

71

C.
JuRISCICTUA 2 4 C. 4. $ C. a $

505.

.11815LALTICM1 4 $ 3. 4 1 Z... = $
JuRISoICTION 4 $ 1755. s 0. = $
JukISCICTILN 5 1 ..!. . I C. m $ 833.

SUliTCTat CLE in CvG07 2

B. Property Taxes

Jurisdiction
1. 4

2. 5

3.

4.

5.

Amount
$7,433.

$ 799.

Total Property Taxes $8,232.

C. Campaign Contributions

Pg"R.

Campaign Contributions can be made for or against incumbent
Politicians, and these will be tallied within the computer at
election time. You may want to run for election yourself, and
dhallerge one of the Politicians. To run for election, you
must simply declare your intent to run at least ame cycle
before the election. If more than one player decides to run
against a particular Politician, a caucus will be required to
identify a single opponent in the election. If no player
dhooses to run against a particular Politician, a simulated
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opponent will stand in. In this case, a campaign contribution

against the incumbent is a contribution for the opponent

simulated by the computer. In addition to contributions for

Politicians, it is possible to make contributions for or

against bond issues cr millages. The bond or millage numbers

must correspond to numbers on the bond and special millage

requests submitted by the Politicians.

Instructions: In column 1 indicate the Politician or the Bond

or Millage Number. In column 2 indicate the amount of the contri-

bution, and in column 3 whether it is for or against the Politi-

cian, bond or millage. Then total all contributions.

Example:

C. Campaign Contributions

Pol/Bond/Mill No.
1. CC Pa - Ward 1
2. County Pol - Sub.
3. Bond Number 412

Amount

2.000

For/Against
for
aaainst
for

Total Campaign Contrrbutions

D. Cash Transfers (to other players)

$/.5,? 000

Cash transfers, as mentioned above, can be used for many

different purposes. One common use is to pay for loans between

players, because the interest rate the computer has to offer

is too high, or because a player has reached his limit on loans

available through the computer. Another use for cash transfers

is to pay for space in the APEX Gazette or for broadcasting

time which can be used to advertise products, make campaign

speeches, publicize activities, and so forth. A record of any

cash transfers appears under "tiscellaneous Notes" and under
"Expenditures" (Section II, A, 7) on your printout.

Instructions: Indicate the player to whom you are making a

cash transfer in the first column, the amount of the cash

transfer in the second column, and the reason in the third.

You may choose to keep the reason for the cash transfer

confidential, and leave the "T-712,w3on" column blank.

Example:

D. Cash Transfers (to other players)

Player Amount Reason

1. Ind. 5 $6,000 loan payment

2. Game qp.
3.

SOO APEX Gazette

Total Cash Transfers $6,800

4 1
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E. Exofirm Investments

An Exofirm is any firm or exogenous industry which depends upon
markets outside the local area for its growth and vitality. Each
cycle, the Business Page of the APEX Gazette lists "New Firms
Planning to Come to APEX". Many of these new firms will list
investment opportunities for a Developer. Only those firms
which specifically note an invescment opportunity may be inves-
ted in and the investment may not exceed the amount specified.

These entries will be accompanied by data regarding the firm
and conditions which must be met before the firm can locate in
APEX. The name and number of the Exofirm are listed along
with up to 3 preferred locations. A firm does not necessarily
have to locate in any one of these 3 areas. With Politician
and Planner approval, a firm may be located in any of the.29
analysis areas. A Developer must initiate the location change,
however.

In order for a firm to enter APEX, the Politicians must meet the
conditions outlined in the paper, i.e., streets, sewers, and/or
rezoning in the analysis area in which the firm will locate. A
Developer must also invest where there are investment opportuni-
ties, if the firm is to enter.

The Developer may profit from Exofirm investments in two ways:
first, he receives a return on these investments; second, (and
probably most important) new firms locating in APEX add
additional tax base, new employees, and therefore, create a
demand for housing and commercial developments. This demand
may raise both the sales price and the chance to sell property
in an analysis area where market sales were formerly impossible.

You need not be concerned about owning or purchasing the necess-
ary acres of land for a firm to locate. Assume the firm has
purchased options on this land prior to the public announcement
and will not deal with a particular Developer.

Exofirm Investments are recorded under "Miscellaneous Notes"
and under "Expenditures" (Section II, A, 6) on your printout.

Instructions: In the first columm, list the &ofirm number as
given in the Gazette. The second column will contain the pre-
ferred loca.:ion, and the third column, the amount -invested.
Finally, total all &ofirm investments.
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E. Exofirm Investments

ts.ofirm No.

1. 3

2. 27

3.

Preferred Location Amount
$20,000
$30,000

A.A. 23
A.A. 28

Total Exofirm Investments ,$50,000

F. Land Purchases

All property, whether vacant or developed, is purchased from
the market at or above the appraised value price. You may
purchase land from other players at amy price they set.

Several considerations should be made prior to purchasing land.
First, is there land available in the zoning and land use
category where you want to buy? (See Glossary for zoning and

land use categories.) If no land is available, it is a good
idea to check on the likelihood of rezoning approval before
actually purchasing the land.

Second, what are you intending to do with the property --build,
sell, etc? It is unlikely that you will profit from buying
vacant land and selling it as vacant land in the same zoning
category. If you intend to build, will the sales price cover the
initial cost of the property and the building and inprovement costs?
If so, is there a demand for the property you are selling? Consult

with your Planners and dhedk all the relevant data available.

It may be wise to work from a Check list;

A. Is there land available? Yes D NoD
B. What is the cost?

C. Will rezoning be approved,
if necessary? Yes J Non

D. What is the construction cost? $

E. What is the improvement cost?

F. What is the sales price?

G. Is the sales price higher
than the total of B, D & E? Yes ri Nop

H. Is there a demand? Yes rj, TToE)

to'
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When developing residential property you must consult the
housing density dhart in the Glossary. Although property
may seem reasondbly inexpensive, you may find you need
several acres of land to build one unit, dec asing your

potential profit. Developed residential prop,trty is always

in units; all other is in acres.

Either use the dheciclist Above or develop one of your awn.
All the Above factors should be considered if property is to
sell and sell at a profit.

A record of the land purchases will appear under "Miscellaneous
Notes" on your printout. The expenses will also appear as
"Expenditures" (Section II, B, 3) on your printout.

Instructions: In column 1 indicate the player from whom you
are buying land, and in column 2 the analysis area of the land.
Use column 3 to show whether the land is vacant or developed
at the time ofpurchase and column 4 to indicate the zoning
category or developed land use type. Use column 5 to show the
number ofurits involved if the land is developed residential.
AZ/ other pmperty is recorded as acres in column 6. The
negotiated or appraised value price per acre or per unit
should appear in column 7, and the total price in column 8.
Then total all land purchases.

Example:

F. Land Purchases

1
2
3

,
seller AA vac/

Dev.
Lone.
Cat.

NO. OI

Units
or

NO. OE
Acres

rriztvultiL

Price/Acre
101;44.

Price

Market 6 vac Besid' 10 4,000 40, 000

Ind 5 5 'vac Indus 10.000 30.000

.

Total Land Purdhases $70 000

G. Zonill,,g Aeplication Fees

There is a fee of $100 dharged for each rezoning request Chat
you sUbmit. When you rezone developed property it auto-
matically becames vacant and you will be dharged 5% of the
appraised value of that property as a demolition fee. When
rezoning developed property associated public rights of way will
be reconverted to private property.

zei7
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You may encounter many instances when rezoning is needed.

rirst of all, property may not be available in the zoning

category in whiCh you need it, or, second, you may be Able

to buy it dheaper in another category. To assist you in

these determinations, tables will be posted in fhe game room

which inaicate sales prices and appraised values for vacant

and developed land. The Planners will also have this data.

All rezoning requests will be handled by the Planners.

Approach them with your request and they will sUbmit it for

approval. Rezoning requests should have the Planner's re-

commendation and must have approval of the majority of

Politicians. Your Planners will notify you whether dhe re-

zoning has been approved or rejected so you can record the

fees on your worksheet.

Rezoning requests can only be submitted for land that you own.

Any rezoning actions will be recorded under "niscellaneous

Notes" and under "Expenditures" (Section II, B, 4) on your

printout.

Instructions: In column I record the analysis area of the

land you would like to have rezoned and in coLumn 2 indicate

whether this land is presentZy vacant or developed. Then in

column 3 indicate the present zoning category, or the

deveZoped Zand use type, whichever is appropriate. Column 4

should contain the desired new zoning category. (Note again

that when property is rezoned, it automatically becomes

vacant). Column 5 should show the number of units of the

land if it is developed residential, otherwise use column 6 to

indicate the number of acres. A fee of $100 goes in column 7.

Remember, this form is onlyfor your record; all rezoning

must be transacted through the Planners.

Example:

G. Zoning Application Fees

1.

F m o? No. of

Dev.
or

'Units 1 Acres per appli.

8 vac Comm. Indup I 2.3 $i0-0

Total Zoning Application Fees $100
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I!. Land Clearance Costs (Demolition)

As discussed above, when property is rezoned it automatically

becomes vacant and a 5% demolition fee is dharged on the

appraised value of the developed property. Land clearance

costs will be recorded under "Expenditures"
(Section II, B, 4)

on your printout.

Instructions:
In column 1 indicate the anaZysis area. In

column 2 the totaZ value of the developed property being

rezoned (according to the appraised value tables). Column 3

remains constant
with a .05 percent demolition rate. Multiply

column 2 by column 3 to get the land clearance cost for column

4. The sum of column 4 will give you th.z total land clearance

cost.

Example:

H. Land Clearance Costs (Demolition)

1.

2.

3.

nearn."

.. .......... v........ w.. ......,...q...

Property being Rezoned

"........

Rate

........ ,,....,.................

Cost

23 $80,000
.04; $400

Total Land Clearance Costs

I. Building Development Costs

$400

As Land Developers, your primary means of making money is

through the sale of developed property. The development

process is a simple one, but also costly. Before property is

developed, you will want to be sure: (a) there is a buyer for

this property, and (b) you will profit from the sale.

The housing density chart is extremely important in the develop-

ment of residential land. Vacant residential property is

purchased in acres, but is developed into units. Be certain

you have purchased enough acres to provide you with the intended

number of units.

When property is vacant, it is zoned in any one of six

categories.
However, once you decide to build, you must

specify a land use category. There are 11 such land use

categories.
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Zoning Categories (for vacant land)

Single Family / Multiple Family/
Residential / Residential / Commercial/Indus./Office/Agri.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Land Use Categories (for developed land)

Single Family /
Residential /

R-1/R-2/R-3 /

(1) (2) (3)

Multiple Family/
Residential /

M-1 / M-2 /

(4) (5)

Commercial/Indus./Office/Agri.
Loc / Reg/En/Ex/

(6) (7) (8)(9) (10) (11)

As you can see, if you own vacant single family residential,
and wish to build, you must specify either R-1, R-2, or R-3.
(See Glossary for detailed information on Zoning Categories,
Construction Costs and Housing Density.) You may not devel-
op office or agricultural property. Building Development
Costs are recorded under "Miscellaneous Notes" and "Expen-
ditures" (Section II, 13,2) on your printout.

rnstructions: In column 1 indicate the analysis area in which
you own vacant property and wish to develop. In column 2 you

will list the development type according to the land use
categories. Column 3 shouZd show the number of units if the
property is being developed residential. If the property is
non-residential, show the number of acres in column 4. The

costs per acre or unit may be found in the Glossary and should

be indicated in column 5. Multiply either column 3 or 4 by

column 5 to give you the total cost. Enter the sum of column

5 opposite Total Building Development Costs.

Example:

I. Building Development Costs

1.

2.

,-,c Tr.+... ...,...w......

Type
...w. ,... ..w. ...,...

Units Acres Cost/Acre Cost

8 R--1 /0 g 40,000 $400,000

10 Commercial 1 5 $100,000 $5001000

Total Building Development Costs

J. Vacant Land Improvement Costs

$9001000

Improvement costs are fees to prepare raw land for development,
including subdivision costs, sewer and water connections,
drainage and engineering. Developers are required to pay
improvement costs on all land on which they build structures.
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Property improvement costs are on a per unit basis for re-
sidential and per acre for the others:

11-1 R-2 R-3 M-1 M-2 Comm Ind

$1000 $800 $700 $600 $400 $5000 $5000

Once you have completed your building development costs portion
of the worksheet, figuring out the Improvement Costs is very
easy.

Instructions: Columns Z and 2 or 3 would coincide with the
figures an your Development Costs. In column I indicate the
analysis area. If the property is being developed residential,
column 2 will contain the number of units being developed. If
the property is non-residential, column 3 will. contain the
numb2r of acres being developed. Column 4 will contain the
improvement cost per acre or per unit. Ahatiply column 2 or
3 by column 4 and indicate that figure in column 5. The sum
of column 6 will give you the Total Vacant Land Improvement
Costs.

Exanple:

J. Vacant Land Improvement Cost

1

2

3

. . .AA vacant Lana neing
No. of Units

uevelopea
No. of Acres

uost/unit
Cost/Acre

Torai
Cost

, 5 5 MOO 1 5000
, 25 3 $5000 $15000

Total Vacant Land Imprcyvement Costs $20000.

rv. ESTIMATED LOANS

In calculating loan estimations, there are two things to be
kept separate. The first is cash requirements that can be
met at any time during the year, and the second is cash re-
quirements that must be met at the beginning of the next year.
By using the categories under the "Financial Statement" on
your printout, you can estimate your cash on hand for the
coming year. If you have a cash deficit at this point, you
will need to request a new loan to ircrease your total income.
However, it is possible for you to have a cash surplus at
this point, and still need a new loan. This is because there
are certain cash requirements that have to be met at the
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beginning of the next year. Property taxes and loan payments

are in this category. These payments cannot came from income

anticipated during the year. You must have enough cash left

over from the previous year to cover these costs, or make up

the difference with a new loan.

It is possible to request a new loan at this point even if

you have a cash surplus. Any loans requested from the camputer
will automatically be granted at the beginntag of each cycle
as long as the total of all new loans requested does not

exceed the maximum loan possible. This figure will be printed

on your printout under "Maximum New Loan Possible" (Section VI,

D). The maximum new loan possible is related both to your
net worth and your existing indebtedness. Your credit rating

each year will also be printed in this same section of your

printout. The interest rate that is available to you, will
depend both on your credit rating and on the number of years

you wish to take to repay the loan. The following chart

indicates how interest rates will vary:

Years to Repay

Credit Rating

A-1 A-2 A-3

1-2 4% `,Z

3-5 6% 87. 12%

6-10 8% 12% 16%

11-20 12% 16% 20%

If you fail to meet your loan payments you risk having your

credit rating dropped. From the Above chart, you can see how

this will also affect your interest rates. Men a new loan is

approved, the computer-will assign Cie appropriate interest

rate and this will appear on your output under "Outstanding

Debits" (Section IV, B).

Because your income and expenditures are only rough estimates,

you may have difficulty calculating a loan. One method is

to total your estimated expenditures. If your total cash an

hand is higher than your total expenditures, a loan is not

necessary. If your expenditures exceed your total caih on

hand, a loan should be requested to compensate for the

difference. The interest rate on your loan may be determined

by comparing the number of years to repay the loan and your

credit rating (printout, Sectian VI, I:1) with tie interest

table above. Remember your total cash on hand is the sum of

Cash ;available anl the 5% Interest on that cash. Do not add

in your estivated income.



Instructions: In column Z you will indicate the number of
years you wish to repay the loan. In column 2 you will in-
dicate the amount of the Loan you are requesting.

Example:

C. Loan Requests

Years for Repayment

1.

2.

3.

Amount of Loan Requested

$445,500

Total Loan Requests $44 §, 500

V. NEWS RELEASE

Players may, at any time, submit articles or headlines that
they would like to appear in the APEX Gazette. If the
editorial staff of the Gazette deems the article
ft newsworthy", there will be no cost. Otherwise the cost
will be on the order of $100 per line. All articles are
subject to review by the editorial staff.



SECTION 5-1

DEVELOPER'S WORKSHEET

I. ELITE OPINION POLL

Developer Number Cycle Number

ISSUE NO. ALTERNATIVE
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Developer Number Cycle Number

CASH BALANCE AND CYCLE INCOME

A. Cash on Hand

B. 5% Interest on Cash Balance

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

1.
2.

3.

4.

5

Player Amount Reason

Total Cash Transfers

D. Estimated Return from Exofirm Investments

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Exofirm Amount Estimated

No. Invested Return

Total Estimated Return on Investment $
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E. Land Offerings and Estimated Sales

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

*
%c10....$1

Dev.*
44,..Iliii4E,

Cat.*
.L.PLAJGA. J.NW. w A.

or
Units*

4w* va.

Acres*

,+1.A...%.,A.....

Price/Unit* 'Price
T

ir

1

____

I

Total Price of Land Offerings

Estimated Land Sales

TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME

III. ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

A. Loan Payments

Loan No.* Amount*

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total Loan Payments

B. Property Taxes

Jurisdiction*
1,
2.

3.

4.

5.

Amount*

Total Property Taxes

r-.ftt,:



C. Campaign Contributions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6

5-4

rol/bona/mill ffw Amountw ror/Against

Total Campaign Contributions

D. Cash Transfers (to other players)

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Player* Amount* Reason

Total Cash Transfers

E. Exofirm Investments

Exofirm No.* Preferred Location Amount*

4.

Total Exofirm Investments



F. Land Purchases

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

5-5

Seiler AA n vac/
Dev.*

zoning
Cat..x

No. ot No. or

Units*
or

Acres*
rrice/Unit
Price/Acre*

Total
Price

Total Land Purchases

G. Zoning Application Fees

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

AA vac/
Dev.

rromi Tof No. or
o

Units
No. or

r Acres
ree at .i.uu

per applicatio
-

,

Total Zoning Application Fees

H. Land Clearance Costs (Demolition)

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

AA Total Value of Developed
p_ysIRProertbeinRezotateCost

Demo. Land Clearance

,05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

Total Land Clearance Costs

58
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I. Building Development Costs

AA* Development No. of No. of
Type* Units* 431. Acres*

Cost/Unit Total
Cost/Acre Cost

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Total Building Development Costs

J. Vacant Land improvement Costs

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1
Aft VOL:4=U LAIMA pcLug

No. of Units
MUVCAMVUU

No. of Acres
UU151./UILLL

Cost/Acre
LUI.41.1.

Cost

Total Vacant Land Improvement Costs

TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

IV. ESTIMATED LOANS

A. Cash on Hand plus 5% Interest

B. Total Estimated Expenditures

C. Loan Requests

Years for Repayment*
1.

2.

3

Amt. of Loan Requested*

Total Loan Requests
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V. NEWS RELEASE

Cycle Number

The follawing einould be printed in the APEX Gazette: (please write

clearly)

NAME ROLE



Section 7-1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR DEVELOPER'S ROLE

The Planners in APLT have many tablas which are useful to a Developer.
Such tables include: n) Average Appraised Value of Improved 7nd Vacant
Property, b) Total Distribution of General Market Property, c) Sales
Price of Improved Property, d) Total Property Distribution, and e) Poten-
tial Demand for Developed Property. The values of these tables change
from cycle to cycle. Causes for Change may include: capital projects and
special programs initiated by Politicians; new firms locating in APEX;
tax increases or decreases; air pollution problems,

SALES PRICE OF IMPROVED PROPERTY:

This table is used only to check the sales price of developed pro-
perty which you are selling to the market. It can be used as a guideline
when selling developed property to other players. Residential property
is indicated in dollars per unit, and non-residential in dollars per acre.
A sales price is indicated for each of the 29 analysis areas and 11 land
use categories.

FeT4C-orez -- 4/ c/71 --CEKEktI. SURPARY INF( RMATION --
PRINCIPLES CF rCLLLTICN CCNTRCL

SALES PRICE CF IRFROVEC PRCPERTY

LYCLF I.

TEAM 1

PeCE 114

AT EAC CF CYCLE 1

nut PRICES FOR IPERCVEC REfIcENTIAR ARE CELLARS PER LKIT, ALL C7f-1A5 AgE PER ACRE

mESILERTIAL /1 NON-RE S 1 I)C ATI ALSINCLE /PLLWIE it CCPPEECIIL IACUSTPIAL CFFICE I 4CRICtL1
AA 1 2 ! / 1 2 / LOCAL REGICA41/ LCCAL ElCC / ERCC /

1 .:44.!. 271c3. 2CCCC. 222te. 133CC. 176787. 231118. 128260. 179564. 1537Ga. 616C.

2 442114. 23192. 1t457. 297C7. 1241!. 1!4414. 1E2E22. 122121. 1E656C. 1411C3. 6360.

2 47e'.1. c4S5C. 16E44. 24936. 12514. mars. 21047. 154760. 243376. 1272CC.

4 247cc. 1681c. 32eCC. 135CC. 134441. 1746;3. 14416C. 2C1824. !WOO. ::::.

e 4!5CL. 22L4t. 14131. 29500. 12685. 144[51. 219450. RECCEC. 224C84. 1272CC. 636C.

e 44PJ5. 251*a. 2et4t. 3134:E. 13171. 212561. 299331. 120260. 175564. 2CN7e0. 6572.

7 424,5... 721-73. 15154. 25617. 12444. 1E6125. 22CEPS. 14416C. 2C1824. 1537CC. 6360.

AVERAGE APPRAISED VALUE OF IMPROVED AND VACANT PROPERTY

This table is used for buying or selling vacant property and for
buying developed property. Never use this table to determine what your
sales price for developed property will be. Vacant property and developed
non-residential property is shown in dollars per acre. Only developed
residential property is indicated in dollars per unit. When purchasing
property from the general market, the minimum dollar amount offered for
this property should be at least at the Appraised Value price. Vacant
property is divided into 6 zoning categories. Developed property is
divided into 11 land use types.
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PETRC-APEA St 1/71 --GFREkAL StPaAav INFCAPATICA CYCLE 1, PA4E 113

pplhcIFLEs CF kIR f4ItuTI( A CCATF(L
TEAP I

AA

ACTE

S

AVERAGE AFFRAISEC VALLE CF 10FREVEC thC VtCANT AROPFRTY

AT EAO CF CYCLE I

VALLES FCR IPP4C4EE II) RESIC6ATI4L ARE CCLLARS FEc UNIT,
ALL OTtEPE ARE PtR AGRI

RESICENTIAL tt NCK-RFSICEATIAL
IACLI /10!4LTIFIE /1 CCNNERCIAL f IAOLFIRIAL / CFFICE

7 3 / I 2 1 LCCAl RECICAAL/ LEGAL EXCC 1 EvCC
I ACFIELLI
f

I GEV 4CCLC. 2ICCG. 10010. USCG. 131CC. 166790. 219923. 121:CC. LEIACC. lAtCCC. ECCC.

VAC / 7CCCC. 4CCCC. 650CC. 20100. 650)3. 0031:C.

2 UE$ 275011. 157CO. RICO. 16000. WOO. 145t7S. 17241E. 124E52. 176C0C. 115CCO.

VAC / 15CC. 24000. 450e0. 25u00. ECCCC.

3 CEV 1 101). ItCCC. 1100C. ISICC. 115CC. 17C5(S. 20479. 1460CC. 229670. 12702. C:CC.

VAC / IMCCO. 22000. 7CCCC. 4CCT. *MCC.

4 tEV 172CC. 115CO. 74CC. 15CCC. ESCC. 1456SS. 165522. MAU. I4CCCC. tCC:.

$AC 1 A100. 35CCC. 45C00. 35CCC. P5,J3.1.

! GEV / 2I2CC. 1IsJC. 15CC. 16CCC. 9500. 140652. 2C75C0. I51CCC. 2114CC. 12CCC1. tCC:.

VAC / 5CCC. 2250C. 430CC. 50700. 65010J. 4ACC .

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF GENERAL MARKET PROPERTY

In the process of purchasing property you will want to know if avail-

able property actually exists in a particular zoning category or land use

type within an analysis area. A failure to consult this table could result

in a miscalculation of projected income and expenditures. This table

applies to both vacant and developed property. Vacant property and devel-

oped non-residential property is indicated in number of acres available.

Developed residential property is in units available. In cases where no

property is available fram the general market, you may wish to inquire as

to whether another player awns property in that area and you may be able

to negotiate a purchase from him.

PETRC-AFEv -- 9/ 9/71 -- COUNTY PLANNERS --
CYCLE 1, PACE 112

PRINCIPLES CF AIR PCLLLIICA CCATACL
TEAP 1

TOTAL PROPERTY OISTRISLTICK AFTER CYCLE I

(IACLLCES ALL CAPE FUYER tCLCINCS PLUS CENERAL PARKET)

// RES I CEAT I AL RCh-RE 51 GEN I LA L

1/
It-

ff S INGLE tRLLT 1PLE II CO/1'MM / IhtLSTRIAL CFFICE / AGRICLLT

/1
I/ /-

AA STATUS // R-1 R-2 R-3/ P-1 P-2 // LCCAL RECIONIL / LOCAL EMIG. I EAUG.I

//
- I t

I CEVELCFEC /I 425 4E1 2E3 372 212 / C.7C 19.75 34.34 53.0 1.62 C.0

VACAAT // 476.60 IC.EC / 2.56 41.49 5.11 3.0

PLBLIC AAC CLASIELELIC CEVELCIFAIAT w 115.00 ACRES

CDLN1V BUILDINGS. PARRS. ETC. w C.0 ACRES

STREETS OAC FIChT-CF-1.1Y a 211.IC ACRES

2 DEVELOPED it AES 537 1133 679 999 / 69.97 88.45 7.61 27.5? SI.SE C.0

VACI3T ft C.37 52.14 t C.ES /714.Q8 0.09 C.0

PLELIC ARC CLASIFLELIC CEVELCIAEAT w Itl.C3 ACRES

CCENTY BLILDINGE, ARRAS. ETC. 0.0 ACRES

STREETS 66a RICFT-CF-AAY a 345.IC ACRES

2 DEVELCPE0 tf 466 712 716 527 624 / 1.33 34.0C 21.15 EZ.t3 7.35 C.0

VACANT // 05.3C C.C1 t A...9 65.I7 2.2C C.0

PLELIC AhE CUISI-FLELIC CEVELCFPENT a 272.CC ACRES

CCLATV EILILCIAGS. FARO'S/ fTC. A 0.3 ACRES

STREETS ANC RIGPT-CF-AAV = 224.4P ACRES
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

Additional information regarding the development of
be obtained from your Planners. In addition to the cycle

you may wish to consult various reference materials, i.e
Map, Planning documents, etc., if available.

the community can
by cycle data,

APEX Land Use
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.

DEVELOPER NUMBER 3

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES FROM CYCLE 1



WPTRC-APFx -- 0/ 0/71
PRINCIPLES CF tIq PCLLUTICK CCNTRCL

AVE STPE NT CFA

DFVFLORFR KUPBFR 3 ANN.

PISCELLANECLS NOTES FROP CYCLE I

11'110. IN EXCFIRM ,tc
(. TCTAL INVESTMENT

MIN rMip

iii.a4e,m44,e,,iia4au/yeAu Yr,eit Av44t/
As) a/ ,42,&0 iidatf

,1017z6441411, i;x) lazie z&e,A4t/A4t4N4i
doAr4w4 4e Zzaddiabli zaid,a+

# of ,14*-0/ .4-eiA04/e401 to' ye' xle,
BAz&44,1,aa1oesietme Azitzawou,d4e4f

J7,,,a44,ce.ep d44 ,dzAde AVeiewAf,
drad,azeielfeeice".

if.a,14e,e; 1 .2zifatif w,-
,44 (4f4tx4 dtxoe -4ee/of-d-til ç "&

CiVat1, 144 421 &OrX1004 /44 L04/AVI4V

,/ 4ZiZ41, )0/Ellie44#&e,,

Li4tee A044 "dC4/telod411 41,edieee 46
Zot4.4Ziedee/e.X1 fI941 idt114;),C

4211

NULLIFIED, NCT f

atitiv
,44

kitet
ettz.

(021,



-- OE VF LOPFQ NUM5Fla 3 -- CYCLE I

TF AM I

CFLLANECLS NOTES FROM CYCLE 1

(CF IRM 4C
. INV EST* ENT

04044v

lid
2aed

6k4f44-/A-0*$?
Aza,4vd4t
-ca40.4.zoefeAlev.

4e4g951126t/,0-
'vei&J

/4-4, tArz4oxiev

NULLIF IED, NCT FNOUCP CASH

BICTAL RETURN

9 PAGE 23

(idu0416e411041e4444veloft/t4e4e
a4v ,414/ 4ge i 4i4441 leititfrC A

- / I. 4,401i
azda /ow , , , g 4kezec,/

Mad, aazoti, 5 0 - , Ad1t i4 4 4 4464%6
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DEVELOPER NUMBER 3

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS BY DEVELOPEt 3

(Except for sales

of developed property to market)



PETRO-APEX -- 9/ P/71
PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTICN CCNTRCL

(UP 'FoR

SALES
SALE ORE) :AT)

=J;
OF

121 mclu

1

TCTALS

.M DEVELOPER NUMBER 3 IIM

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS By DEVELOPER
(EXCEPT FOR SALES OF CEVELCPED PROPERTY TO MARKE

IC f SCLC
/ X

TCTAL
PRICE

C.

//

(BID FOR
X UNITS

CR ACRES

AREI t A

OF InIsn
TYPE

V-RC $ 2C

ACTION ON IONINa REQUESTS
APPRCVEC CR REFUSED IN ":YCLE 1

AA No.

9

OLC LANC USE

V-R

IENEW LANC USE

V-C

N00, ACRES

1.00

c

4REZONING WAS APPROVED IF NO CAUSE Fl"

DEVFLCPMENT OF %WANT LAND REQUESTS AND RESULTS IN C

AA REQUESTEC
DEVELCPPENT

9

14
23

OF
TYPE

ACTUALLY 1:: CCSTS
CEVELOPEC IM)'ROVEMENT STR

3 UNITS R-2 3 UNITS s

10 ACRES C-L 1.0 ACRES
0.3 ACRES C-L 0.3 ACRES s

3 UNITS R-3 1 UNITS t

TOTAL COSTS

AA

2°00.
5000.
1250.
700.

$ 6

G; 'c$ 2

$ I

DEVELOPMENT OFFERINGS SURSEOUNT ALES TO MARKE

OFFERINGS
//

AMOUNT OF

9 3 UNITS
1.00 ACRES

14 0.20 ACRES
23 1 UNITS

TOTAL CF THESE SALES

DEVELOPED
TYPE

R-2
C-L
C-L

//
///I
////////

SCL0

S ALE
AT

I$fUN1
OR/ACR

3 UNITS $ 3547
1.10 ACRES $ 18600
0.2C ACRES $ 13415
1 UNITS $ 1966



,=12 NUMBER 3 --

SACTICNS BY OEVELOPER 3
/ELCPED PROPERTY TO MARKET)

CYCL E 11 PAGE 24
TEAM I

PURCHASE S
If (BID FOR ARE) (AT)
'I X UNITS OF 11.11 $11 OP FROM / BOUGHT
f/ CP ACRES TYPE 11109$f ACRE f X

V-RC $ 20100.

ZONING REQUESTS
REFUSED IN CYCL E I

NO. ACRES ()P.m. COST

1.00 0.

OE POL.
COST

TOTAL
COST

B a)a4qa41-

Atatofift&il L1044

AuthentAti 42,01,e

Lizebatexi a4d dLae

C

e.

E Liza_ +
64/4442,4i.,Ata.

itt;4e

oittox
yy,th Gide&

F till ablaite

SAffuea.,

CAUSE FOR REFUSAL*

3 APPROVE!) IF NO CAUSE FOR REFUSAL GI VEN

EQUESTS AKIO RESULTS IN CYCLE 1

COST S F Rme

IMPROVEMENT SWUCTURE

$ 2400. 5 67500.
s 5000. (lt$ 100000.

Ala $ 25000.
$ 700. 5 15001.

UBSEOUENT SALES TO MARKET

S ALES

TOTAL
C CST

$ 69900.
$ 105010.
$ 26250.
$ 15700.

$ 216850.

S CID AT I 5/UNIT
OR/ACRE

3 UNITS
1.10 ACRES
0.2C ACRES
I UNITS

$ 35478.
5 186000 11

134154.
$ 19660 .

MM. TOTAL $
FROM SALE

$ 106431
$ 1P6000.
$ 26Rn.
$ 1966(!.

5 138924.
4:0

Ihdizazeti ova., 144,

H diehav Ade

4141-4.411
Arrettieazoidi if/x

heid,p4dev...#714

40.41 afri



B Q atqast4A' .4,4axtv diadotwe
Able" 40aLkAtze, 0deAL,A4i wasaid
Authe 71,41 autl oda) ,h4g46

t-Paei41.1 et/41112a.

C ffe ti4deztiti

A /4;1k ,A.6046rAie

t.naltdip&-Itainiloeeeo,x-4-41
1= Sopmaezal,

JitzlaisP4e;t1 tidutel

E Wvize,4/.44 4/2t di.gedi,46440,/

"Lir" Ati"dAirwizt d4+
AL AO.W4 skada/At&di Aiu4oti
9,40,za, 44a ,a4-0;wul aee.w.e4e

,dt (24hitiz4ole

F&it dialhtiatzia cuid 0446b,

4it I td6ta. Atai

G<Agetkodi de4h, 14dAif /d4
Aesaioll Oft..6 1044) e#7coneee Lek.-

H c,hAAv &Azle d. defAekfae voiedude
ititi#kid4/y/samay dai/lizeiii /44.
yuifidazzii ivieteru)

I itil4P ixiev ."01 ddryt gr& erie
difie4d, it/ 6-0410,e rfrif .
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DEVELOPER NUMBER 3

CURRENT PROPERTY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE 1

(Developed Residential in Units,

All other values are in acres)



METRC-APEX -- 9/ 9/71 CEVELOPER NUMBER 3 --
PRINCInLFS OF AIR POLLUTICK CCKTREL

//
//
//
//

CURRENT PROPERTY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE 1

IDEVELCPED RESIDENTIAL Ih UNITS, ALL rTHFR VALUES ARE IN ACr

RESIDENTIAL /1 N 0 N - '

//
SINGLE /MULTIPLE // COMMERCIAL

/ //
AA STATUS // R-1 P-2 R-3/ M-I M-2 // LOCAL REGION

// //

I VACANT // 7.00 0.0 0.0

S VACANT // 0.CC 0.0 0.0

14 rEvELOPED // 0 C C 0 0 / 005

VACANT // 0.0 0.0 4.75

23 VACANT // 5.64 0.0 0.0

aIAI& ,doi
,,a4p

41-4
equipt,ted 464



CEV ELOPER NUMBER 3 -- CYCLE 1 PAGE 25
TF AM I

'R TY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE I

>TS, ALL CTI4FR VALUES ARE IN ACR FS /

I // NON-RESIDENT! AL
I IPLE/I COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRT AL / rFFICE / AGR ICULT

/ / f / /
M-2 1/ LOCAL REGIONAL / LOCAL EX rm. / EVIG./

I/

o.n e.0 0,0

0.0

0 0.05 n.0 0.c 1.1

4.75

1".t.`

0.0

0,C

1.1 n,r Cue 0.0

94'41/41/6,44seeedlutee,ti/xizfr&d1
dea e/Ar4,4/(ixreediddro,

Airte,;f0, 4aelotpioz4,1444extd4)zez,4.4
eteeet4Azd 4te47 416 era.
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DEVELOPER NUMBER 3

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AT END OF CYCLE 1

P" 4



METRO-APEX -- 9/ R/71 -- DEVELOPER NUMBER 3 --
PRINCIPLES rF AIR PCLI.UTICN CCNTRCL

FINANCIAL STATEmENT AT ENO CF CYCLE I

I. CASH BALANCE (INITIAL) E CYCLE INCOME

A. CASH ON HAND AT START OF CYCLE 1

B. INCOME CALCULATED DURING CYCLE I

I. 5.01 PERCENT INTEREST ON ABOVE CASH BALANCE
2. NEW LOANS REQUESTED (ANC APPRCVEC)
3. DEVELOPED-LAND SALES TO MARKET ' $

A 4. RETURN FRCP EXCFIRM INVESTMENTS $

5. CASH TRANSFERS (FRCP OTHER PLAYERS $

6. SALES OF LAND TO OTHER PLAYFRS E VACANT TO MARKET S

TnTAL INCOME IN CYCLE I

IT. EXPENDITURES

A. NON-LAND EXPENDITURES

S

I. LCAN PAYmENTS
2. TAX PAYMENTS
3* CELINWENT TAXES (LAND CONFISCATED)

70NING APPLICATION FEES (WO PER APPLICATION)
5. CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS $

6. INVESTMENTS IN EXCFIpps
7. CASH TRANSFERS TC [THEP PLAYERS

SUBTOTAL 44.

B. LAND EXPENDITURES

1. VACANT LAND IMPRCVFMEN7. COSTS
2. BUILCING CEVELOPMEOTOSTS . $

1E:

1. LAND PURCHASES drA
4. LAND-CLEARANCF COSTS (. REZONED rR RAZED) $

SUBTOTAL

C. TOTAL EXPENDITURES IN CYCLE 1



1MBER 3

END CF CYCLE I

4ARKET

ON)

$ 10000.
50000.B

$ 338924.
C.

0.

s ?9/4925.

mi10-

9350.
$ 207500.
$ 4020C.
$ 0.

CYCLE 11 PAGE 26
TEAM 1

$ 200000.

1313.

$ 257C50.

$ 258363.

A Aaii,tyaidiatt,w4gr-z

Pla411 fr-
B ga4va,

f4402se* 04,ff,
Adtiexii6444&00,a,

Ceiiiitidde40740
dizezatz 4-itte

47tezt &so a

D y
.04ee,/ Ate,e,ife

E tafaidyetsigi
z

40,204141



*71/ at4,44e44.0, Atila, AA/ Aek

ezai far'
B $talmaledeottilitootiAkeloiexededdiadi

924144e/0 ad/ 4vridied, *le

C0214te6 gri.0.44/

diraido eidazvaebv,eezdivmazige-.
47141 ale Itteme14101/ *M41.414fr

DS 21 ,ii e-4-idaeopealtil
Adagee ,zeel,artit 91garid

E froity4e,104,440 aikietiazdiadv
Ai Az 4a,Ao,d too (#ii

%d-of pie, 4rweatoe with"'
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DEVELOPER NUMBER 3

CURRENT CASH POSITION

7S



METRE-APEX -- 91 P171 CEVELOPFR NUMBER 3 --
PRINCIDLES oF AIR POUUTIEN CCNTPCL

CuQRENT CASF POSITION

A. AMOUNT AT START CF CYCLE 1

P. NET CHANGE II.C)

NET CASH BALANCE FCR CYCLE 2

IV.OUTSTANOING OERITS

4. PRCRFRTY TAXES CELINQUFNY AMT MI,

CURRENT 4 6.00 PERCENT !WE

JURISrICTION 1 -- $ 643. + $ V. = $
JURISDICTICIN 2 -- $ O. 4 $ (N. -- $

JURISCICTION 3 -- $ 81. 4. $ O. -_ $

481. 4 S 442.JURISOICTICN 4 -- $ = $

JLRISDICTION 5 -- $ 120. 4. $ 46. = $

SUPTOTAL -- CUE IN CYCLE 2

P. LCPNS UNDERPAYMPNT ml-
Nn. BALANCE RATE YRS LEFT PFNALTY CUF

7 $ 50000. R.0 6 $ O. $

SUBTOTALS $ 5on0c.

r. ToTAL nUTSTANOING DEBITS -- (TAXES + LCAN PALANCES)

** NnTF -- CASH RAYmENTS CUE CYCLE 2 = S 12631.
(TAXES + MINIMUM LEAN PAYMENTS)

V. FIXED ASSETS
WORTH AT START I) NET Wr!

nF CYCLE I CHANGE nr

A. VACANT tANC
R. DEVELrPEC LANC

T3TAL VALUE (STARTING CYCLE 2)

VT. FINANCIAL STANDING -- CVERALL

1780(10. $ -26C69.
0. $ 6328.

A. TrTAL NET WORTH (I'T4V-TvP ARCVE)
R, NET WORTH AT ENO CF CYCLE 1
C. PERCENT CHANGE FROM CYCLE n
11 MAXTMUM NFW LEAN PESSIBLF

AT yoLR cREnly RATING CF A-1



7VELOPFR NUMB, ). 3

20NWC,
$ 14(1562.

CEL 1 NQUENT AMT
4 6.on PERCENT

'RS LEFT

6

C. =
n.
0,

442.
46 MEP

UNDERPAYMENT
PENALTY

CAN PAL ANCES

a.

MIN PAYMENT
DUE CYCLE 2

643.
C.

R113521,
166,

MIN PAYMENT
CUE CYCLE 2

10816.0
11816.

= S 12631.
-ENTS)

AR T D NET
1 CHANGE

$ -26C69.
$ 6328.

WCRTH AT ENC
flF C YCLE 1

151931
63213.

34r,562.

1815.

$ 158259.

448821.
37RfICC.

18 .74
99646.

A, pee- / 'ort
tidd ile,0/,"tais
0,&441 ladidge,
ee4-xima1& 40,d4

B eliatipeep

.z)21affif

41A10)64

Atth<fri 40t1 e

4/7"41" ajt z
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lIT



29 APEX ANALYSIS AREAS

TOWNSHIP].

Areas 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28

TOWNSHIP 2

Areas 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22 and 29

SUBURB

Areas 17, 18 and 19

CENTRAL CITY

Ward One: Areas 1, 2, 3, and 4

Ward Two: Areas 5, 6, 7 and 8

Ward Three: Areas 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13
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